The Romans & Italy
A History & Geography Topic

English
Quality Text: Escape to Pompeii
Fiction Outcome: Adventure/Historical story
Fiction Outcome: Escape story
Fronted adverbials and commas
Appropriate choice of noun or pronoun to avoid repetition.
Inverted commas and other punctation to indicate
direct speech.
Indicating degrees of possibility using modal verbs and
adverbs.
Quality Text: Arthur and the Golden Rope
Non-Fiction Outcome: Survival Guide
Class Novel: Horrible Geographies - Violent Volcanoes

History
The Roman Empire
This Romans unit will teach children about the impact the
Roman empire had on life in Britain. They will learn about the
spread of the Roman empire, the invasion of Britain and the
eventual conquest. The children will also look in detail at
some aspects of the Romanisation of Britain, such as the
building of Roman roads and bathhouses. In addition to this,
they will have the opportunity to learn about the British resistance of Boudicca and will act in role to look at the events
of Boudicca's rebellion from different perspectives. The children will also investigate Hadrian's Wall, examining how,
where and why it was built. They will learn about the different
features of the wall and use maps to determine its location. A
lesson on gods and Roman religion will help the children to
understand more about the culture and beliefs of Roman
people, and they will play and design games to consolidate
their knowledge about the different Roman gods and goddesses.
Geography
Europe: Italy
Children will use maps and other sources of information
to learn about the geography, culture and climate of Italy.
They will complete a comparisons between England and
Italy as well as between Swindon and Sicily.

Maths
Multiplication & Division
Using place value and known facts
Multiplying using the distributive law
Formal written multiplication methods up to 3
digits x 1 digit
Multiply and divide multiples of 10 by 10 and multiples of 100 by 100
Written division methods—dividing by a 1 digit
number
Divide with remainders
Geometry Acute, obtuse and right angles
RE
Theme:
Easter
Concept: Salvation
Key Question:
Is forgiveness always possible for Christians?
Religion: Christianity

Computing
Coding
Design, test and debug
IF statements
Co-ordinates
Repeat Until and IF/ELSE statements
Number Variables
Making a Playable Game

PSHE—Jigsaw Piece 4: Healthy Me
My Friends and Me, Group Dynamics, Smoking,, Alcohol, Healthy Friendships , Celebrating
my Inner Strength and Assertiveness.

Values
March—Humility
April—Honesty

French
Body parts, feeling unwell and going to the
doctor.
‘My Alien’
DT
‘What Could be Healthier?’
Focusing on nutrition, children research and
modify a traditional bolognese sauce recipe to
make it healthier. They will cook their new and
improved versions, making appropriate packaging and also learn about the ethical considerations of farming cattle.
Music
Charanga Unit: How Does Music Improve our
World?

PE
Netball
I am learning the rules of the game and I am beginning to use them to play honestly and fairly.
I can defend one on one and know when to win the ball.
I can explain what happens to my body when I exercise and how this helps to
make me healthy.
I can move to space to help my team to keep possession and score goals.
I can pass, receive and shoot the ball with increasing control.
I can provide feedback using key terminology and understand what I need to do
to improve.
I can use simple tactics to help my team score or gain possession.
I share ideas and work with others to manage our game.

Badminton
I am developing a wider range of skills and I am beginning to use these under
some pressure.
I can identify how different activities can benefit my physical health.
I can identify when I was successful and what I need to do to improve.
I can use feedback provided to improve my work.
I can work cooperatively with others to manage our game.
I understand the need for tactics and can identify when to use them in different
situations.
I understand the rules of the game and I can apply them honestly most of the
time.
I understand there are different skills for different situations and I am beginning
to apply this.
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